
RE OJD Discussion Paper 
  
I am a producer of First X ewe lambs which I prepare for the Blue Ribbon Sale held in 
Naracoorte each November. 
I run property both sides of the SA and Vic border, so the different OJD rules have a major 
influence on how I manage my farm. 
  
The frustrating aspect is replacement sheep are sourced from a score 4 zone for both 
properties but are seen as they come into a score 2 zone they become the object of 
discrimination. 
I believe deregulation is the only way to go. Every-time there has been a rule change I am 
forced to reinvent my management strategies to comply and sometimes this is expensive 
and inconvenient and defies logic. 
  
In the initial OJD Management Plan our property at Kybybolite was rated 5 ABC points, my 
Victorian property was rated 3. There was a significant discount on the sale price of my 
sheep. This allowed producers from score 5 zone to purchase my sheep with the penalty of 
reducing their property score to 3 being incurred. This was thrown out in the second plan, 
thus all those score 5 producers who bought suspect sheep were magically cleared of any 
threat of OJD.   
Next we had the WA fiasco, cheap sheep were available in Western Australia but we were 
all told their rating would drop from 4 to 2 on January 1. A mad panic ensured to get sheep 
home before then. Magically, again it seems that those sheep bought into a Zone 4 didn’t 
represent an OJD threat while suspicion remained on those sheep bought into a Zone 2. 
  
Twice in the last 10 years rules have been relaxed and then tightened again. You have shut 
the door after the horse has gone. The only logical path from here is self regulation. Past 
history should be acknowledged ie. vaccination programs, obtaining sheep from safe areas, 
closed flocks, good fences, abattoir surveillance, MN status,  and pooled faecal cultures, 
should all be come part of a new scoring system. Purchasers then have the opportunity to 
decide what level of risk they are happy with. The current system encourages people to at 
the very least twist the rules and at the very best find ways around the rules. 
  
Due to the very slow progression of the disease it is impossible to fully understand what the 
chopping and changing over the past 10 years has done for the spread of OJD. The new rules 
need to be fair, equitable and logical. The rules have to make it possible for producers in my 
position to have a workable long term plan. 
  
Yours truly 
Don Murdoch 
03 55865254 
  
Apologies for the lateness of this submission but my internet has been down. 
 


